This paper proposes a notion of near cointegration and generalizes several existing results from the cointegration literature to the case of near cointegration+ In particular, the properties of conventional cointegration methods under near cointegration are characterized, thereby investigating the robustness of cointegration methods+ In addition, we obtain local asymptotic power functions of five cointegration tests that take cointegration as the null hypothesis+
INTRODUCTION
In a highly influential Monte Carlo study, Granger and Newbold~1974! considered regressions of independent random walks on each other and found that the usual significance test based on the regression F-statistic tends to overreject the null+ To describe this phenomenon, the term spurious regression was coined+ 1 The numerical findings of Granger and Newbold are given an analytical explanation by Phillips~1986!, whereas Park, Ouliaris, and Choi~1988! and Park~1990! provide further clarification+ These authors consider regressions involving quite general integrated processes and show that the asymptotic properties of the appropriate F-statistic depend crucially on r 2 , the squared multiple correlation coefficient computed from the long-run covariance matrix of the underlying innovation sequence+ If r 2 Ͻ 1, the F-statistic diverges at rate T~where T is the sample size! whereas T Ϫ1 ϫ F has a nondegenerate limiting distribution, which only depends on the dimension of the system+ In other words, the regression is spurious whenever the coefficient of correlation is less than unity+ In contrast, when r 2 ϭ 1 the series are cointegrated and F ϭ O p~1 ! with a complicated limiting distribution+ Conventional asymptotic results therefore depend discontinuously on r 2 + This paper is an abridged version of Chapter 1 of the first author's Ph+D+ dissertation at University of Aarhus+ The paper has benefited from the comments of H+ Peter Boswijk, Bruce Hansen~the co-editor!, two anonymous referees, and seminar participants at Penn State University, Tinbergen Institute, University of California~River-side, San Diego!, the 1998 European Meeting of the Econometric Society, and the 1999 NOS-S conference on macroeconomic transmission mechanisms+ Address correspondence to: Michael Jansson, Department of Economics, University of California, Berkeley, 549 Evans Hall #3880, Berkeley, USA; On the other hand, it is quite obvious that the finite sample distribution of the F-statistic depends continuously on r 2 + As a consequence, there is reason to believe that spurious regression asymptotics provide a poor approximation to the finite sample behavior of the F-statistic when the processes are "nearly" cointegrated in the sense that r 2 is "close" to unity+ More generally, finite sample approximations based on spurious regression theory are likely to be of limited usefulness whenever the limiting behavior of the object of interest~e+g+, an estimator or a test statistic! exhibits a discontinuity at r 2 ϭ 1 and values of r 2 close to unity are of particular interest+ In contrast, a model of near cointegration in which r 2 is a sequence of parameters lying in a shrinking neighborhood of unity as T tends to infinity is much more appealing in such situations+
Motivated by these considerations, the present paper introduces a model in which r 2 is a primitive parameter and uses this model to propose a notion of near cointegration+ 2 By construction, the limiting behavior of the F-statistic depends continuously on r 2 in our setup, and the model of near cointegration can therefore be used to bridge the gap between spurious regression and cointegration with respect to the limiting behavior of the F-statistic+ 3 We use the model of near cointegration to generalize several existing results from the cointegration literature to the case of near cointegration+ In particular, the robustness of cointegration methods is investigated+ We characterize the limiting behavior under near cointegration of the usual Wald statistic devised to test hypotheses on a cointegrating vector and show that the limiting distribution obtained under near cointegration stochastically dominates the x 2 distribution applicable under cointegration+ This result complements Elliott's recent study~1998!, where the implications of near integration in exactly cointegrated models are examined+ In addition to studying the robustness of cointegration methods, we characterize the behavior of five regression based cointegration tests under local alternatives and compute the corresponding local asymptotic power functions+ Among the tests under study, three are found to have virtually identical local asymptotic power properties, whereas the remaining two are significantly inferior in terms of local asymptotic power+
The paper proceeds as follows+ In Section 2, we introduce our model+ Section 3 discusses the behavior of regression estimators under near cointegration, and Section 4 contains the corresponding results for inference procedures based on these estimators+ In Section 5, we report the behavior of several cointegration tests under near cointegration+ Finally, Section 6 offers a few concluding remarks+ Proofs of all results of the paper are outlined in the Appendix+ Before we begin, a word on notation+ The inequality . 0 signifies positive definiteness when applied to square matrices, and 7{7 is the 
THE MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
Suppose $z Tt : 0 Յ t Յ T, T Ն 1% is an m-vector triangular array generated by
is an m ϫ m matrix lag polynomial, whereas $e t : t ʦ Z% is independent and identically distributed~i+i+d+! with E~e t ! ϭ 0 and E~e t e t ' ! Ͼ 0+ Triangular arrays are considered to be able to define a notion of near cointegration similar to those of Tanaka~1993, 1996!+ Our objective is to do so by means of a parameterization of $C T~L ! : T Ն 1% and E~e t e t ' ! that involves minimal loss of generality for any fixed T and depends on T in the simplest possible fashion+
Applying the BN~Beveridge and Nelson, 1981! decomposition 4 to C T~L !, we can write z Tt as 
, respectively+ Assuming C T y~1 ! and C T x~1 ! have full row rank, C T~1 ! can be written as
where v yy, T Ͼ 0 is a scalar,
T v xy, T ϭ v yy, T and 0 Յ r T Յ 1+ Under this parameterization, the rank of C T~1 ! depends solely on the scalar r T + Indeed, C T~1 ! has full rank whenever 0 Յ r T Ͻ 1, whereas C T~1 ! has~deficient! rank m Ϫ 1 if r T ϭ 1+ This feature is very convenient for our purposes, as it enables us to define a notion of near cointegration by modeling $ r T % as a sequence lying in a shrinking neighborhood of unity as T increases without bound+
In recognition of the fact that our main emphasis is on the cointegration properties of $z Tt %, we henceforth make the simplifying assumption that r T is the only parameter of the model that varies with T+ To make this assumption explicit, the redundant subscript T will be omitted in expressions involving the parameters C T x~L !, D C T~L !, v yy, T , V xx, T , and T v xy, T that do not vary with T+ Likewise, x Tt will be written as x t + Let u t ϭ C u~L !e t , where
' ! and let V ww be the long-run covariance matrix of w t , namely,
where the partitioning is in conformity with w t + The development of formal results will proceed under the following assumptions+
, and C T~1 ! is defined as in~2! with v yy , T v xy , and V xx fixed and 1 Ϫ r T 2 ϭ T Ϫ2 l 2 v uu+ x 0v yy for some l Ն 0, where
A2+ $e t % is i+i+d+ with E~e t ! ϭ 0 and E~e t e t ' ! ϭ I m +
the parameters r T , v yy , V xx , and T v xy in A1 all have natural interpretations+ Indeed, it is apparent that C T~1 ! is parameterized directly in terms of the elements of V zz and the scalar r T + In turn, r T 2 is the squared coefficient of multiple correlation computed from C T~1 !C T~1 ! ' + Under A1, $z Tt % is nearly cointegrated in the sense that r T 2 lies in a shrinking neighborhood of unity as T increases+ Of course, near cointegration reduces to cointegration when l ϭ 0 in A1+ In that case, the assumption v uu+ x Ͼ 0 states that the cointegration is regular in the sense of Park~1992!+ On the other hand, when l 0, the condition C u~1 !~1,0 ' ! ' Ͼ 0 can be interpreted as an identification assumption+ 6 The assumption V xx Ͼ 0 implies that $x t % is a noncointegrated integrated process+ Although somewhat restrictive, the assumption of noncointegrated regressors is fairly standard in the related literature, 7 so to facilitate comparisons with existing results we shall maintain this assumption throughout+ Assumption A3 is introduced to avoid any complications that might arise as a result of a nonzero mean in z Tt and0or a "remote past" initialization of the $z Tt % process~e+g+, Canjels and Watson, 1997!+
The parameter l introduced in A1 will play a prominent role in the sequel+ Because
l can be interpreted as a signal-to-noise ratio+ Specifically, the numerator iñ 3! is proportional to v yy 102~1 Ϫ r T 2 !
102
, which is the long-run standard deviation of Dy Tt conditional on Dx t in the case where r T does not vary with T+ The denominator, v uu+ x 102 , is the long-run standard deviation of u t conditional on Dx t + Under cointegration, the former is zero and l ϭ 0+ Under spurious regressioñ when r T Ͻ 1 is fixed!, on the other hand, the right-hand side of~3! diverges+ Near cointegration corresponds to the intermediate case where the numerator and denominator of~3! are of the same order of magnitude+ Our model can be written in triangular form as
where Tanaka~1993, 1996 The near cointegration model of Tanaka~1993, equation~20!! can be written in triangular form as
where
The asymptotic distributions of interest are unaffected by the presence of the term T Ϫ1Ĉ u~L !e t , and Tanaka's model~1993! yields results that coincide with the results of the present paper+ Tanaka's near cointegration model~1996, equations~11+68! and~11+70!! can be written as
The termb ϭ T~b T Ϫ b! is nonzero in general and gives rise to a drift term in the limiting distribution of estimators of b~such as Z b T and Z b T † defined in Section 3! but does not affect the limiting distribution of cointegration tests, the objects of interest in Tanakã 1996!+ Unlike the parameterizations employed by Tanaka~1993, 1996!, the parameterization of near cointegration proposed here is explicitly one-dimensional involving only the scalar parameter l! and therefore leads to simpler representations of the limiting distributions of interest, which facilitates the interpretation of the results+
BEHAVIOR OF REGRESSION ESTIMATORS
Let [ a T and Z b T be the ordinary least squares~OLS! estimators in the multiple regression
' !, where i m x is an m x -vector of ones+ As is well known~e+g+, Phillips and Durlauf, 1986!, the limiting distribution of
under cointegration is rather complicated and depends on the parameters V ww and G ww , where V ww was defined in Section 2, whereas
A similar situation occurs under near cointegration+ LEMMA 1+ Suppose $z Tt % is generated by (1) and suppose A1-A3 hold. Then
V~r!, and U l~r ! ϭ l * 0 r U~s! ds ϩ U~r!, whereas V and U are independent Wiener processes of dimension m x and 1, respectively.
, we want to study an estimator that has a compound normal limiting distribution under cointegration+ For concreteness, we consider the canonical cointegration regression~CCR! estimator proposed by Park~1992!+ 11 To construct this estimator, we need consistent estimators of V ww , G ww , and
w Tt ' , whereas V ww and G ww can be estimated by kernel estimators of the form
where k~{! is a kernel function and $ Zb T % is a sequence of~possibly sampledependent! bandwidth parameters+ 12 As shown in Lemma 5 in the Appendix, the estimators Z V ww , ZG ww , and ZS ww are consistent under A1-A4, where
is the OLS estimator obtained from the multiple regression
, and Z b T is the OLS estimator from~5!+ LEMMA 2+ Suppose $z Tt % is generated by (1) and suppose A1-A4 hold. Then
where C T , Q x , and U l are defined as in Lemma 1. The limiting distribution is compound normal:
Tanaka~1993! obtains a result equivalent to the first half of Lemma 2+
13 In important respects, the near cointegration case closely resembles the cointegration case+ For instance, Z b T and Z b T † are superconsistent estimators of b+ Moreover, the limiting distribution of T~Z b T † Ϫ b! is compound normal+ The mean of this compound normal distribution is zero even under near cointegration, and the presence of d T ' j t on the right-hand side of~4! therefore does not introduce a bias term in the limiting distribution of
' and the covariance matrix in the mixture representation in Lemma 2 reduces to v uu+ x~* Q x Q x ' ! Ϫ1 + Otherwise, if l 0, the covariance matrix is of "sandwich" form+ As pointed out by the co-editor, this suggests that OLS-type inference~based on the CCR estimates! will be misleading under near cointegration+ Indeed, defining Q x~r ! ϭ * r 1 Q x~s ! ds, we have
The presence of d T ' j t on the right-hand side of~4! therefore leads to an increase in the asymptotic variance of Z b T † , suggesting that overrejection of true null hypotheses~on b! is likely to occur under near cointegration+ A more precise statement corroborating this conjecture will be provided in the next section+
INFERENCE ON REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
This section is concerned with inference on regression coefficients+ Particular attention is given to the robustness of conventional cointegration procedures under near cointegration+ Consider a general linear hypothesis of the form
where 
is stochastically increasing in l, where L~{! denotes the probability law of the argument.
Under cointegration, the limiting distribution of G T is x 2~p ! when H 0 is true+ In a recent paper, Elliott~1998! investigates the robustness of this remarkable result by considering a model in which the regressors are nearly integrated whereas some linear combination of the regressand and the regressor is exactly stationary+ It turns out that the x 2 result can break down when the regressors are not exactly integrated+ Theorem 3 enables us to conduct a complimentary experiment: we can investigate the robustness of cointegration methods in a model where the regressors are exactly integrated whereas some linear combination of the regressand and the regressors is nearly stationary+ It follows from Theorem 3~b! that tests based on the distribution applicable under cointegration~the x 2~p ! distribution! are oversized~asymptotically! under near cointegration+ That is, x Tt † and a constant+ To illustrate the magnitude of the size distortions encountered under near cointegration, we have simulated the limiting distribution of G T for m x ϭ 1, + + + ,4 and for various values of l+ Specifically, we have made 20,000 draws from the distribution of the discrete approximations~using 2,000 steps! to the limiting random variables+ Figure 1 plots the rejection frequencies corresponding to a test with a nominal size of 5%+
The evidence presented in Figure 1 suggests that severe size distortions can occur if conventional cointegration methods are being used when the series are nearly cointegrated rather than exactly cointegrated+ In fact, the size increases dramatically as~the absolute value of ! l increases from 0, and substantial size distortions are encountered even for values of l in the range 5-10+ Whether or not this is a problem obviously depends on whether or not researchers can be expected to be able to detect such departures from exact cointegration+ It is therefore of interest to know whether or not tests for cointegration can be expected to reject the null hypothesis of cointegration when l is equal to 10, say+ A partial answer to this question is provided in the next section, where we illustrate how to obtain the local asymptotic power functions of tests for cointegration+
LOCAL ASYMPTOTIC POWER OF COINTEGRATION TESTS
During the last decade, numerous cointegration tests taking cointegration as the null hypothesis have been proposed+ These test procedures utilize different properties of cointegrated systems, and it therefore seems desirable to investigate what, if anything, can be said about the power properties of the different tests+ In this section, we characterize the behavior of five regression based cointegration tests under local alternatives+ 15 Moreover, we obtain the correspond-ing local asymptotic power functions and use these to address the following questions+ i! Does any one of these tests dominate the others in terms of local asymptotic power? ii! Can cointegration tests be expected to detect those departures from cointegration that seriously distort the size of conventional cointegration procedures~cf+ Section 4!?
The variable addition test proposed by Park~1990! is computed as follows+ Let k 1 and k 2 be arbitrary nonnegative integers such that k ϭ k 1 ϩ k 2 Ն 1 and for t ϭ 1, + + + , T, let r 1t ϭ~t
% be a k 2 -dimensional computer generated random walk such that $Dr 2t % ; i+i+d+ N~0, I k 2 !+ 16 Finally, let r t ' ϭ~r 1t ' , r 2t ' !+ Based on the multiple regressions~6! and
u Tt † ! 2 # + This is simply the Wald test used to test the significance of the regressor r t in~8!+ As (tϭ2
+ These tests are intimately related to the stationarity tests of Choi and Ahn~1998!+ THEOREM 4+ Suppose $z Tt % is generated by (1) and suppose A1-A4 hold. Then 21 As in Section 4, we have used 2,000 steps and have repeated the procedure 20,000 times+ Figure 2 shows the local asymptotic power functions of tests with size 5%+
The local asymptotic power properties of J T~2 ,2!, CI T , and SBDH T I are very similar, whereas LM T II and~in particular! LM T I are remarkably inferior in terms of local asymptotic power+ Because the local asymptotic power properties of J T~2 ,2!, CI T , and SBDH T I are almost indistinguishable, our tentative conclusion is that the choice among these tests should be guided by finite sample considerations concerning size distortions+ power properties if the local asymptotic power of SBDH T I is higher than the local asymptotic power of LM T I + Figure 2 confirms this conjecture+ More generally, our findings illustrate the obvious, but important, point that thẽ local asymptotic! power properties of a test cannot be deduced from the rate of divergence under fixed alternatives+ In the present example, e+g+, LM T I and SBDH T I diverge at the same rate under fixed alternatives and LM T I diverges faster than both of these~Choi and Ahn, 1995!+ Evidently, Figure 2 tells an entirely different story+ Remark 2+ The local asymptotic power properties of the tests depend solely on l+ In particular, our distributional results do not depend on the particular estimator used to estimate nuisance parameters such as v uu+ x + In fact, the asymptotic results are the same as if these nuisance parameters were known+ As pointed out by a referee, this is somewhat unfortunate, because there is amplẽ simulation! evidence documenting that the finite sample size properties of tests can be very sensitive to the choice of nuisance parameter estimation method see McCabe, Leybourne, and Shin, 1997, and references therein!+ We share this view and encourage the reader to interpret the local asymptotic power curves presented here as approximations to the finite sample size-adjusted power curves as opposed to the true power curves! of the corresponding tests+
In the previous section, we argued that Wald tests based on conventional cointegration methods can encounter severe size distortions when the series are nearly cointegrated and l exceeds 5+ On the other hand, the evidence presented in Figure 2 indicates that even when l ϭ 10 the power of the tests for cointegration can be well below 50%+ This suggests that even if the departure from exact! cointegration is substantial~in the sense that it severely affects the size of the conventional tests!, tests for cointegration cannot be expected to detect such departures very frequently+ Therefore, whenever a researcher rejects a structural hypothesis~on the coefficient b! using cointegration methods, the result should be interpreted carefully+ Indeed, it might be the case that the structural hypothesis is correct, whereas the~possibly auxiliary! assumption of cointegration is not+ This of course leaves open the question of how to interpret the coefficient vector in a noncointegrated system, a question that we shall not attempt to answer here+ 22
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Based on a new representation, a notion of near cointegration was proposed+ The notion of near cointegration was used to generalize several existing results from the cointegration literature to the case of near cointegration+ Throughout, we have deliberately studied the properties of known inference procedures under near cointegration rather than proposed new methods+ As a result, several extensions are possible+ For instance, a companion paper by one of us~Jans-son, 2001c! takes the analysis of Section 5 one step further and uses a model of near cointegration to propose a new cointegration test with~essentially! optimal local asymptotic power properties+ NOTES 1+ Earlier, Yule~1926! used the term nonsense correlation to describe a similar phenomenon+ 2+ In the aforementioned papers, r 2 is computed from a long-run covariance matrix that is itself defined by taking limits as T r`+ Therefore, it is not immediately obvious how to model r 2 as a sequence of parameters that lie in a shrinking neighborhood of unity as T increases without bound+ By working with a representation where r 2 is a primitive parameter, we circumvent this potential problem+ 3+ A previous version of this article~Jansson and Haldrup, 2000! contains a detailed study of the F-statistic+ 
It is not hard to show that C u~1 !~1,0 ' ! ' Ͼ 0 holds under the identification0invertibility condition inf $6z6 : 6D T~z !6 ϭ 0% Ͼ 1 ∀T, l Ͼ 0+ 7+ Notable exceptions include Park and Phillips~1989, Sec+ 5+2!, Choi~1994!, and McCabe et al+~1997!+ See also Phillips~1995! and Chang and Phillips~1995!+ 8+ Indeed,
Alternative conditions of near cointegration have appeared in Quintos and Phillips~1993, Sec+ 5! and Phillips~1998a, p+ 1025!+ The~multivariate extension of the! notion of near cointegration introduced by Quintos and Phillips~1993! is more general than the notion suggested in the present paper+ On the other hand, the notion of near cointegration discussed in Phillips~1998a! is fundamentally different from ours, because the series $h ' y t % generated by equation~5! of that paper is nearly integrated+ 10+ Details concerning the derivation of the triangular form of Tanaka's models are available from the authors upon request+ 11+ Alternative estimators with identical asymptotic properties include the estimators proposed by Johansen~1988, 1991!, Phillips~1991!, Phillips and Hansen~1990!, Saikkonen~1991, 1992!, and Stock and Watson~1993!+ 12+ For convenience, we do not make the dependence of ZS ww , Z V ww , and ZG ww on T and Zb T explicit+ 13+ Using Tanaka's~1993! notation, the representation of the limiting distribution of T~D b j Ϫ b! in Theorem 6 of that paper should read
which is equivalent to the result in Lemma 2+ The difference in the location parameter is due to the fact that Tanaka~1993, p+ 49! defines the population value of the regression coefficient as b ϭ
It is a simple matter to generalize Theorem 3 to the case of nonlinear hypotheses+ To conserve space, we shall not do so here+ 15+ Harris~1997! and Snell~1998! propose tests for cointegration that utilize principal component methods+ These tests are not considered here+ 16+ This particular choice of superfluous regressors is advocated by Park~1990!+ On the other hand, little guidance on the optimal choice of k 1 and k 2 is provided although Remark c of the paper suggests that k 1 ϩ k 2 Ն 2 is preferable+ 17+ Closely related tests have been proposed by Hansen~1992!, Harris and Inder~1994!, Kuõ 1998!, Leybourne and McCabe~1993!, McCabe et al+~1997!, Quintos and Phillips~1993!, and Tanaka~1996!+ In Jansson and Haldrup~2000!, we also study Hansen's L c test~1992!+ The local asymptotic power properties of that test are very similar to those of Shin's test~1994!, as are the local asymptotic power properties of the test due to Xiao~1999!~Jansson, 2001a!+ 18+ In its original formulation, Shin's test~1994! uses Saikkonen's estimator~1991!+ The formulation based on the CCR estimator is due to Choi and Ahn~1995!+ 19+ To see the equivalence, notice that rows 1 through q Ϫ 1 in the expression
in Theorem 11+11 of Tanaka~1996! are identically zero+ As a consequence, the limiting distribution of Tanaka's D S T 2~1 996! depends on the vector c~J 2 ' , J 3 !0~g~1!J 3 ! only through the scalar c0g~1!+ Indeed, the variate cZ 2~t ! appearing in the statement of Tanaka~1996! has the following simple representation: For
LEMMA 6+ Suppose $z Tt % is generated by (1) and suppose A1-A3 hold. Then
where {{} denotes the integer part of the argument. Moreover, if A4 holds, then 
a#! can be made arbitrarily close to zero for sufficiently large T 0 and appropriately selected 0 Ͻ ta Յ S a Ͻ`+ We therefore have T
for every 0 Ͻ ta Յ S a Ͻ`, where o p *~1! denotes convergence to zero in outer probability+~To avoid measurability complications, we consider convergence in outer probability rather than convergence in probability+! The proof proceeds by applying additive decompositions to ZG ww **,** , ZG ww *,** , and ZG ww **,* and establishing~A+1! for each element of these decompositions+ In each instance, we make use of the fact that 
for any 1 Յ s, t Յ T and i Ն 0, where G t ϭ s~e s : s Յ t ! for any t Ն 1 and 1${% is the indicator function+ Using this relation, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and 7d T 7 ϭ O~T Ϫ1 !, 
and 7AB7 Յ 7A7{7B7 for conformable A and B, an upper bound on 7 ZG ww,1 *,**~a !7 is given by
By Lemma 1 and
!, so the following condition is sufficient for ZG ww,1
2 ! ϭ O~1!+ Using these relations and the CauchySchwarz inequality, the proof of ZG ww,1 
By the law of iterated expectations and A2,
for any i, l Ն 0+ The conclusion ZG ww,2,1
e sϩiϪk e sϪl
where the second inequality uses the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the previous display, whereas the last equality uses T 7d T 7 ϭ O~1! and the fact that (kϭ0 7C k 
the stated result follows from Lemma 6~a!-~b! and CMT+
Ⅲ
Proof of Lemma 2. We have
where the limiting distribution is obtained using Lemma 6~c! and~e! and CMT+ It follows from integration by parts that *Q x dU l ϭ L *Q x, l dU+ The mixture representation is obtained by noting that *Q x, l dU8 F V ϭ L N~0, *Q x, l Q x, l ' ! by the properties of the Itô integral+ Ⅲ Proof of Theorem 3. The statistic G T can be written as
By Lemma 5, Lemma 6~c!, Lemma 2, and CMT,
where X D ϭ V xx 102 V D and , we arrive at the desired conclusion+
